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Abstract – Traffic congestion and tidal flow management
were recognized as major problems in modern urban areas,
which have caused much frustration and loss of man hours.
The operation of standard traffic lights which are currently
deployed in many junctions, are based on predetermined
timing schemes, which are fixed during the installation and
remain until further resetting. The timing is no more than a
default setup to control what may be considered as normal
traffic. Although every road junction by necessity requires
different traffic light timing setup, many existing systems
operate with a default sequence. To design an intelligent and
efficient traffic control system, a number of parameters that
represent the status of the road conditions must be identified
and taken into consideration.

Approach: In order to solve the problem an intelligent
RFID traffic control has been developed. This project is
based on monitoring the traffic density at the signal using
RFID Reader. RFID tags which is placed (instead of number
plate) at each vehicle  will serve as the unique number of
vehicle .Reader will count the number of tags at the signal
and take decision of increasing or decreasing the signal time
.This reader is also use to find the violation(VIN of violator)
of  the signal. Each passive tag will have certain number of
bytes information will be different for different vehicles.
Whenever any tag will approach any signal, reader will take
that bytes of information and simultaneously will also
increment the number of vehicles for making decision to
change the signal timing. Each tag of data will be stored in
main memory (database).This unique data will also help in
determining the violator of the signal .Thus it will save
human efforts and resources to a greater extent and reduce
waiting of the people at the signal. After implementation of
this project, now all people waiting at the signal will get
proper time (green light) according to the traffic density.

Keywords – Transistor Transistor Logic, Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter, Radio Frequency
Identification, Vehicle Identification Number.

I. Introduction

The operation of standard traffic lights which are
currently deployed in many junctions, are based on
predetermined timing schemes, which are fixed during the
installation, and remain until further resetting. The timing
is no more than a default setup to control what may be
considered as normal traffic. Although every road junction
by necessity requires different traffic light timing setup,
many existing systems operate with an over simplified
sequence. This has instigated various ideas and scenarios
to solve the traffic problem. To design an intelligent and
efficient traffic control system, a number of parameters
that represent the status of the road conditions must be
identified and taken into consideration. Most of the present
intelligent traffic lights are sensor based with a certain
algorithm that controls the switching operation of the
system [1], [2] and [6]. This approach considers the traffic
to be moving smoothly, and hence does not require any
management or    monitoring    of    traffic    conditions.

When    some unpredictable situation developed, or when
congestion occurs, there is no proper way of dealing with
such development. A more elaborate approach has been
introduced to overcome these problems. It employs real-
time traffic flow monitoring with image tracking systems
[3], [4]. Although this method can give a quantitative
description of traffic flow [5], it involves several
limitations. The processing in real time on a large scale,
may present prohibitive requirements. Some common
problems involved in image processing system include
False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False Rejection Rate
(FRR). Normally, in case of jam-packed traffic, the
computer vision results in erroneous detection [3]. The
multilane traffic sequence flow is presented in figure 1.

Fig.1. Multilane traffic sequence flow

A. RFID Technology: RFID is only one of numerous
technologies grouped under the term Automatic
Identification (Auto ID), such as bar code, magnetic inks,
optical character recognition, voice recognition, touch
memory, smart cards, biometrics etc. The RFID
technology is a means of gathering data about a certain
item without the need of touching or seeing the data
carrier, through the use of inductive coupling or
electromagnetic waves. The data carrier is a microchip
attached to an antenna (together called transponder or tag),
the latter enabling the chip to transmit information to a
reader (or transceiver) within a given range, which can
forward the information to a host computer. The
middleware (software for reading and writing tags) and the
tag can be enhanced by data encryption for security-
critical application at an extra cost, and anti-collision
algorithms may be implemented for the tags if several of
them are to be read simultaneously. One important feature
enabling RFID for tracking objects is its capability to
provide unique identification.[11]
B. Advantages of RFI: Though RFID is not likely to
entirely replace commonly used barcodes in the near
future, the      following advantages suggest to additionally
apply RFID for added value of identification:
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• Tag detection not requiring human intervention reduces
employment costs and eliminates human errors from
data collection,

• As no line-of-sight is required, tag placement is less
constrained,

• RFID tags have a longer read range than, e. g.,
barcodes,

• Tags can have read/write memory capability, while
barcodes do not,

• An RFID tag can store large amounts of data
additionally to a unique identifier,

• Unique item identification is easier to implement with
RFID than with barcodes,

• Tags are less sensitive to adverse conditions (dust,
chemicals, physical damage etc.),

• Many tags can be read simultaneously,
• RFID tags can be combined with sensor
C. RFID Systems & Applications:

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a generic term
for non-contacting technologies that use radio waves to
automatically identify People or objects. There are several
methods of identification, but the most commonis to store
a unique serial number that identifies a person or object on
a microchip that is attached to an antenna. The combined
antenna and microchip are called an"RFID transponder
"or" RFID tag" and working combination with an "RFID
reader" (sometimes called an "RFID interrogator"). Just
like a bar code, a transponder tag carries data about its
host. When interrogated by a reader, it responds with that
data over a radio frequency link. The transponder could be
really simple,like those in clothing price tags, consisting of
just an antenna and diode. When irradiated, the diode
rectifies the incoming carrier and the frequency doubled
signal is radiated back to the reader which responds with
an alarm if you try to leave the store without paying for
the product.There are two major types of tag technologies.
"Passive tags"are tags that do not contain their own power
source or transmitter.When radio waves fromthereader
reach thechip’santenna, the energy is converted in the
antenna into electricity that can powerup the microchip in
the tag (known as"parasitic power").  The tag isthenable to
send back any information stored onthe tag by reflecting
the electromagnetic waves."Active tags "have their own
power source and transmitter. The power source,usually
battery,is to run the microchip's circuitry and to broadcast
signal to a reader.Duetothe fact that passive tagsdo not
have their own transmitter and must reflect theirsignal to
the reader, thereading distance ismuch shorter thanwith
active tags.However, active tags are typically
larger,moreexpensive, and require occasional service.
Frequency refers to the size of the radio waves used to
communicate between the RFID system components.Just
as you tune your radio todifferent frequencies in order to
hear Different radiostations, RFID tags and readers mustbe
tuned to the same frequency inorderto communicate
effectively.RFID systems .Typically use one ofthe
following frequency ranges:low frequency (orLF, around
125kHz),high frequency (or HF,around 13.56 MHz),ultra-
high frequency(orUHF, around 868and 928 MHz), or
microwave (around 2.45 and 5.8 GHz). The RFID Card

Reader is designed specifically for low-frequency
(125kHz) passive tags.[8]

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Traffic density identification will be done by RFID
reader which will be installed at each road at signal. RFID
tags will be installed in vehicle which will serve as unique
identification number for the vehicle. Whenever any
vehicle approach any signal RFID reader will read VIN
(vehicle identification number) which is stored in the tag.
This data at tags will be given to microcontroller and
counter will be increased accordingly .In this way the
density will be sensed and decision will be made about the
signal timing (GREEN light timing).

Fig.2. Block diagram will be as follows

A. Display Device:- LCD is used to display various
signal timing at each road and VIN of the vehicles who
had violated the traffic. LCD (16*2) is use to display the
traffic time (in terms of frame added or not). It also gives
us information about addition or subtraction of frames in
terms of-
N-No change in frame
U-Addition of 1 frames
U*-Maximum time reached
L-Subtraction of 2 frames
L*-Minimum time reached
as shown in figure.3

Fig.3. LCD (16X2)

B. Traffic Lights:- These are the LED for traffic signals
of various roads. LEDs (Red, Yellow, Green) are used to
indicate the waiting period (indicated by RED Led), ready
period (indicated by Yellow Led), go period (indicated by
Green Led). These are connected at the port 1 of the
microcontroller.
C. Digital Multiplexer:- Digital multiplexer 74153 is
used to select the four output from RFID reader and will
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give one output to the microcontroller It will select each
road reader one by one depending upon the select line
inputs from microcontroller. Select lines are selected
serially (one after another) at such a fast rate (nearly 50
times in a second) so that it will look like readers of all the
roads are active simultaneously.

Fig.4. Digital multiplexer

D. Road Readers:- These are the actual RFID readers
used to scan tags placed on the vehicles and send tag ID to
microcontroller. There will be one RFID reader for each
road. RFID reader (125 kHz)-RS232 has been used to scan
the tags of each vehicle the signal. This scan VID is been
given to the digital multiplexer and further it is given to
the microcontroller for further processing.

RFID Reader Pin Description
Pin Pin Name Details
RX RECEIVE Pin for Data Reception

GND GROUND Ground level of Power supply
TX TRANSMIT Pin for Data Transmission

EN ENABLE Pin for enab/disabling the
reader (internally pulled up)

Fig.5. RFID Reader Pin Description

E. Vehicle ID:- This is 10 bytes unique Id of each
vehicle. All communication 8 data bits, no parity, non –
inverted, least significant bit first (8N1). The baud rate is
configured for 9600 bps, a standard communication speed
supported by any microprocessor or PC, and cannot be
changed. The RFID Reader Module initiates all
communication. The RFID Reader Module can connect
directly to any TTL compatible UART or to an RS232
compatible interface by using an external level shifter.
When the RFID Card Reader is active and a valid RFID
transponder tag is placed within range of the activated
reader, the unique ID will be transmitted as a 12 byte
printable ASCII string serially to the host.
The format is as shown below in fig .6

Start
byte

Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Tag Id Stop
byte

0x0A Digit 1 Digit 2 Digit 3 Digit 4 Digit 5 Digit 6 Digit 7 Digit 8 Digit 9 Digit 10 0x0D

Fig.6. Format of 12 byte printable ASCII string

The start byte and stop byte are used to easily identify
that a correct string has been received from the reader
(they correspond to a linefeed and carriage return
characters, respectively). The middle ten bytes are the
actual tag's unique ID.

Ex:- Consider a tag with a valid ID of 0A1F4320B0 (10
bytes).The bytes sent by the reader will be: $0A, $30, $41,
$31, $46, $34, $33, $32, $30, $42, $30, $0D

III. FLOW CHART

A. Traffic Monitoring Flowchart

Fig.7. Traffic Monitoring Flowchart

A.I. Explanation of  Monitoring (Step by Step)

Start the process of monitoring by initializing the default
timings for all roads (e.g. 15seconds Green time for all
roads).

All the roads will be scanned for n cycle (it is 3 cycle in
our case) for determining the traffic density at the signals.
Based on the traffic density, controller will take the
decision about the addition or subtraction of the frame
(time).

Av represents number of vehicles in road A. Now it will
check for its threshold value. If it is not equal to the
threshold then it will go right. If it is equal to the threshold
then it will go down for the further actions.
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Microcontroller will check whether it is greater than
threshold value. If it is greater than threshold it will go in
right direction otherwise it will go down.

Further microcontroller will check whether the number
of vehicles at Road A reach its maximum count or not
.Based on the decision it go in right or down right
direction.

Now controller will check whether number of vehicles
at Road A is having minimum (least traffic density).If it is
equal to minimum then it will go to right otherwise it will
go to down.

Once the microcontroller will is sure that number of
vehicles is minimum, it will subtract the frame (decrease
time).

Now all the timings will change according to the traffic
density and the process will be repeated for the remaining
three roads (B, C and D).

Once the count reach its maximum value then the
controller will add frame (increase time).

B. Traffic Control Flowchart

Fig.8. Traffic Control Flowchart

B.I. Explanation of Controlling (Step by Step)

Start the process of controlling by initializing the
timings for all roads. (Example: Initially all the roads have
a green time of 15 seconds.)

If a vehicle is detected in particular road its VIN (Xv) is
stored in its memory location.

If the signal is green for that road then it will go in
downward direction and it will again wait for other
vehicles to be detected. If the signal is not green the flow
will be in right direction
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Check for the VIN (Xv) in the immediate right road
where it is detected.

.
If the VIN (Xv) is found in the immediate right road

then the flow is rightwards and if it is not found then the
flow is downwards.

Check for the VIN (Xv) in the remaining two roads.

If VIN is found in the remaining two roads then the flow
is downwards and if the VIN is not found in remaining
two roads then the flow is leftwards.

If the signal of the selected road is green and if the VIN
is found in immediate right road then the signal is not
violated. If the VIN is not found in the remaining two
roads then there is no violation.

If VIN is found in the remaining two roads then the
traffic is violated.

IV. WORKING

Fig.9. Traffic Signal in a Four Way Junction

RFID readers are planted on each road for detection of
the tags corresponding to vehicles which passes by that
road. All the readers will store that information of the tags
for further process of Monitoring or Violation detection.
A. Traffic Monitoring :- In traffic monitoring each of
the roads have a vehicle counter which are initially ZERO.
Whenever a vehicle is detected in any of the road its
counter is increased by ONE and the corresponding VIN is
stored in the memory location allocated to that road. Now
consider another vehicle is detected on the same road then
the microcontroller will check whether the vehicle
detected is the new vehicle or the vehicle which has been
already detected by comparing the new VIN with the
stored one. If both the VINs are same then there is no need
to increment the vehicle counter. This process is repeated
for all roads and the vehicle counters for each road are
stored in some particular memory location. The count
present in these vehicle counters are then compared with a
threshold value after an average number of cycles. If the
count in vehicle counter is equal to the threshold value
then there is no change in the on time of that signal. If the
count is smaller than the threshold value then a time frame
is added to the on time of that signal, thus the on time of
that signal is increased and if the count is less than that of
threshold value then the on time of that signal is reduced
by a fixed time duration. But we cannot increase the on
time of a signal above a particular value which is the
maximum value of the on time of a signal and also we
cannot decrease the on time below a particular value
which is the minimum on time of the signal. Thus the on
time for each signal is bounded in between these two
extremes. The figure below can depict how the addition of
time frame is done.[12]

Fig.10. Frames Addition & Subtraction

In the above figure initially all the roads have same on
time and off time duration. Now consider that the ROAD
A has a dense traffic i.e. the vehicle count of ROAD A is
greater than the threshold value thus a time frame is added
to the on time of the ROAD A and consequently the off
the of all the other signals are also increased. In this way
TRAFFIC MONITORING is done.
B. Traffic Controlling
• In traffic controlling part violations are detected. This

is done as follows:-
• Consider that road 1 signal is GREEN, this means that

vehicles at road 1 are allowed to go at road 6 or road 4.
• Further they can also take free left turn or to take a U-

turn.
• Now consider a vehicle which is going from road 1 to

road 6,its VIN number will be stored at road 1 reader,
further it will be compared to the reader which is
placed at road 6.If match found ,this means that there is
no violation as it is allowed to go there.

• Same process will be followed at Road 4.
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• Now suppose a vehicle at road 3 tries to go to road 6,
its VIN will be stored at road 6 reader which will be
compared to the road 1 VIN’S

• Match will not be found that means it is not an
authorized vehicle and hence its VIN will be noted and
suitable fine can be imposed on that vehicle.

Ex: Suppose a vehicle with VID 1234567890
approaches a RED signal (say B). At this instant ROAD A
is GREEN, if this vehicle takes a free left turn, ROAD A
will search for its VIN and will find it on ROAD B as it is
a free left turn therefore there is no violation. But if it goes
straight to ROAD C then ROAD C will find that this
vehicle is coming from ROAD B which is RED at this
instant. Hence a violation.

V. PROGRAM DETAILS

For programming, assembly language has been used.
Further KEIL version 3.0 used for programming purpose.
Whole program has been divided into two parts.[7][9][10]
A. Traffic Monitoring:- In this part traffic density has
been scanned and number of vehicles have been counted
.Based on the density frames are added (dense traffic) or
subtracted (least traffic).In this way monitoring part is
done.
B. Traffic Controlling:- In this part traffic violation is
monitored. A vehicle (GREEN signal) VIN is stored at
signal which is matched at other roads if match found with
former signal, it signify valid vehicle otherwise Violation.

VI. APPLICATIONS

Research efforts have been made or are in progress on
the application of machine vision to traffic monitoring and
control. Of all the proposed systems, the wide-area
detection system (WADS) appears to be the most reliable.
However, limited field tests indicate that some
malfunctions exist. Among these are false vehicle
detection caused by sudden changes in road illumination
and also by shadows or glare on the road produced by
automobiles in adjacent lanes. After a brief review of
WADS characteristics and problems, algorithm
improvements to alleviate these problems are proposed. It
is shown that the WADS vehicle detection algorithm
becomes more reliable if the vehicle detection threshold
includes a term depending on actual road intensity.
Finally, an algorithm that would permit vehicle tracking
for distances up to 120 m using available charge-coupled-
device (CCD) cameras is proposed [13].

VII. RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS

All our efforts culminate in devising a system which has
capacity to take decision on its own. Traffic being an ever
changing phenomena confronts us with many challenges
which are difficult to contain. Here the tags and the reader
subsystem are engaged in doing just one thing which is
transmission and reception of user data. But the
information is used in solving more than one problem. The

man hours saved and the accuracy in performance is a
major contributing factor in its implementation. Traffic
signals all over the city can be synchronized through a
central station which has all the data. Thus the fluctuation
in traffic at one place could be managed through other
signals leading to a particular square.
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